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u(x; t = 0) = u0(x) � 0; (x 2 IRN) (1.4)The reason relies on the following fundamental remark: there exists a time dependentscaling which transforms (1.3) into the porous medium (1.1); moreover, we can �x thetime scaling in order that the initial data for (1.3) after rescaling are the same as for theoriginal equation. The exact expression of this time transformation will be given in thenext section, together with a short derivation.As can be easily seen, the kinetic equation (1.3) has a unique compactly supportedequilibrium state u1(x), which coincides with the similarity solution of (1.1) evaluated attime t = 1. Hence, any result on time asymptotics of the Fokker-Planck like equation, byapplication of the time-dependent scaling, translates into a result on the time asymptoticsof the porous medium equation.The main advantage in working with (1.3) is that there is a natural method to dealwith, namely the entropy method, where the convergence towards equilibrium is con-cluded using the time monotonicity of the physical entropy. This method has been re-cently developped by the authors for the classical Fokker-Planck equation [3, 19], and forgeneral linear Fokker-Planck type equations by Anton, Markowich, Toscani and Unter-reiter [2]. All these results show exponential convergence towards equilibrium in relativeentropy. Then, exponential convergence in L1 follows by Csiszar-Kullback type inequal-ities [5, 12].The entropy approach consists essentially in deriving an equation for the evolution ofa convex (relative) entropy. This equation connects the entropy with the (nonnegative)entropy production. From this equation one usually concludes with the convergence tozero of the relative entropy, but not with the rate of convergence. The rate of convergence(when possible) comes out by studying the time evolution of the entropy production. Thisanalysis, from now on called the entropy-entropy method has been fruitfully employed in[2, 3, 19].A Lyapunov functional for the porous medium equation (1.1) has been introduced byNewman in [13]. This functional is the energy for the rescaled equation (1.3),H(u) = ZIRN �jxj2u+ 2m� 1um� dx (1.5)It can be seen that L(u) can be used to build the relative entropy H(uju1), whereH(uju1) = H(u)�H(u1) � 0 (1.6)bounds the L1-distance between u and u1. The Lyapunov functional (1.5) has been usedby Ralston [15] to prove L1-convergence of the solution to (1.1) towards the similaritysolution. His proof does not use the Fokker-Planck type equation, and is essentially basedon compactness arguments. Vazquez proved the L1-convergence for N = 1 in [22], andsubsequently simpli�ed the proof by the four step method introduced in [11].The entropy production for H(uju1) is given by 2I(u), whereI(u) = ZIRN u ����x + mm� 1rum�1����2 dx: (1.7)2



Together with the entropy equationddtH(u(t)ju1) = �2I(u(t)) (1.8)one obtains the equation for the entropy productionddtI(u(t)) = �2I(u(t))� R(t) (1.9)where R(t) � 0. Combining (1.8) and (1.9) one obtains0 � H(u(t)ju1) � I(u(t)); t � 0 (1.10)and, substituting (1.10) into (1.8) one concludes with the exponential decay of the relativeentropy to zero at a rate 2t.Inequality (1.10) is sharp. There is equality in it if and only if u(t) is a multiple andtranslate of u1. This implies that the rate of convergence in relative entropy is sharp.As far as the porous medium equation is concerned, the asymptotic behaviour ofthe solution has been described in dimension 1 by Kamin in [9], [10] in a L1-setting.This result has been subsequently generalized to the case N > 1 by Friedman andKamin [7]. The approach used in these papers is completely di�erent, and uses similaritytransformations for (1.1). Recently, most of the existing results have been collected byVazquez in an excellent survey [22]. Later on in this paper we will review the existingresults about rates of convergence of the solution.Independently, Otto [14] has recently studied the porous medium equation from aRiemanian geometrical point of view obtaining some results related to ours concerningthe exponential convergence of the relative entropy. Also, Dolbeault and del Pino [6]obtained some results on the asymptotic behavior by proving directly generalized Sobolevinequalities.The organization of the paper is as follows. Section 2 is devoted to some preliminarymaterial concerning the time-dependent scaling of parabolic equations. Here, the mainexample is furnished by the connection between the heat equation and the linear Fokker-Planck equation. In section 3 we study the time evolution of the entropy functional (1.6)and of the entropy production (1.8) for the nonlinear Fokker-Planck type equation (1.3).This analysis shows that the entropy decays exponentially fast. In section 4 we proveseveral results for the relative entropy, including a new Csiszar-Kullback type inequality[5], [12]. The main consequence of this inequality is the exponential convergence in L1of the solution to (1.3) towards the stationary solution. Section 5 deals with the L1convergence, while section 6 contains the results on the asymptotic behaviour for theporous medium equation.2 Time-dependent scalingWe shall discuss here the main idea which enables us to look for a \sharp" rate of con-vergence towards the similarity solution of the solution to the porous medium equation.3



A brief recall of the linear case will clarify the procedure.Consider the linear heat equation @v@t = �v (2.1)and the linear Fokker-Planck equation for u,@u@t = div(xu+ru) (2.2)It is known that both equations have fundamental solutions given byN (x; t) = (4�t)�N=2 exp(�jxj24t )and G(x; t) = eNtN (etx; �(t))centered at zero, respectively, where �(t) = 12(e2t�1). It is easy to see that if we considerthe change of variables u(x; t) = eNtv(etx; �(t)) ; (2.3)then u is a solution of (2.2) for any solution v of (2.1). Or, equivalently,v(x; t) = (2t+ 1)�N=2u xp2t+ 1 ; 12 log(2t+ 1)! (2.4)is a solution of (2.1) for any solution u of (2.2). Therefore, the change of variables(2.3){(2.4) produce an isomorphism between the sets of solutions of (2.1) and (2.2).Moreover, the fundamental solution of the heat equation (2.1) at time t = 12 is nothingbut the stationary solution of (2.2),u1(x) = (2�)�N=2 exp(�jxj22 ) :Also, Toscani [17] proved that the solution of the linear heat equation behaves as theheat kernel as t ! 1 in L1(IRN) with a decay rate of the order t1=2, provided that thenonnegative initial datum v0(x) satis�es.ZIRN �1 + jxj2 + j log v0(x)j� v0(x) dx <1 (2.5)More exactly, kv(x; t)�MN (x; t)kL1(IRN ) � Cp2t+ 1 ; t � 0and that this bound is sharp. Here, M is the initial mass of v.4



As far as the Fokker-Planck equation is concerned, it was proved in [3] (under thesame condition (2.5)) that the solution of (2.2) behaves as u1(x) in L1(IRN) as t ! 1with an exponential decay rate, that isku(x; t)�Mu1(x)kL1(IRN ) � Ce�t ; t � 0 :Now, using the time-dependent scaling (2.3){(2.4) we see that both results are equivalentsince any result about the asymptotic behavior of u(x; t) translates into a result aboutthe asymptotic behavior of v(x; t) and vice versa.We remark that condition (2.5) is quite natural for the Fokker-Planck equation, wherethe usual requirements for the particle density, in addition to the positivity, are exactlythe initial bounds on mass, energy and entropy, while the same condition is in principlenot so natural for the heat equation.The previous example shows that the \kinetic" equation (1.3) is the natural one tolook for the asymptotic decay. This is the point of view we will adopt to treat the porousmedium equation (1.1).It is well-known that equation (1.1) admits a family of self-similar solutions (in aweak sense) called Barenblatt-Pattle solutions given byV (jxj; t) = t�kN  C1 � (m� 1)k2m jxj2t�2k! 1m�1+ (2.6)where k = (N(m� 1) + 2)�1 and C1 is �xed by mass conservationZIRN V (x; t) dx =M � 0 :Following the line of the linear case m = 1, we look for a (mass-conserving) change ofvariables of the type u(x; t) = �(t)Nv(�(t)x; �(t))such that u(x; t) satis�es the Fokker-Planck type equation. After some computations,one veri�es that �(t) = et and �(t) = k �et=k � 1�works, obtaining the same relationship between the sets of solutions of equations (1.1)and (1.3) than for m = 1. Thus, if v is a solution of (1.1) thenu(x; t) = eNtv(etx; k(et=k � 1)) (2.7)is a solution of (1.3) and vice versa, if u is a solution of (1.3), thenv(x; t) = �1 + tk��Nk u��1 + tk��kx; k log �1 + tk�� (2.8)is a solution of (1.1). 5



We outline here that the unique stationary solution of (1.3) is given by the Barenblatt-Pattle type formula u1(x) = �C2 � m� 12m jxj2� 1m�1+ (2.9)for a C2 such that u1 has M mass, and this solution is found easily simply owing topositivity and mass conservation. In fact, the stationary solution of eq. (1.3) is obtainedby taking the ux xu+rum to be zero. Sincexu +rum = u( mm� 1rum�1 + x) = mm� 1ur�um�1 � (C2 � m� 12m jxj2)+� (2.10)the ux is zero if and only if u(x; t) = u1(x).Also, u1(x) corresponds to V (jxj; 1+k) with massM through the change of variables(2.7){(2.8). One can verify that the constants C1 and C2 scale in the right way.As a conclusion, if we are able to derive any property about the asymptotic behaviorof u(x; t) towards u1(x) we can translate it into a result about the asymptotic behaviorof v(x; t) towards the Barenblatt-Pattle pro�le MV (jxj; t).For instance, we will prove in the next sections that in some casesku(x; t)� u1(x)kLp(IRN ) ! 0 ; as t!1or ku(x; t)� u1(x)kLp(IRN ) � Ce�t ; t � 0 ;where  > 0, 1 � p � 1. Therefore, we obtain using (2.7){(2.8) thatkv(x; t)�MV (jxj; t)kLp(IRN ) ! 0 ; as t!1or kv(x; t)�MV (jxj; t)kLp(IRN ) � C�1 + tk�(+Np0 )k ; t � 0 :Remark 2.1 The previous scaling and the consequent results are also valid for the fast-di�usion equation ( NN+2 < m < 1). In this case, the similarity solution is not compactlysupported.Remark 2.2 Time-dependent scalings can be obtained for fast di�usion equations@v@t = �(�(v))where �(v) = vm for 0 < m < 1 with 2 + N(m � 1) > 0 and �(u) = log(u) if N = 1.Corresponding Barenblatt-Pattle pro�les are translated into stationary states.6



3 Exponential decay of relative entropyFrom now on, we will focus on solutions of the Fokker-Planck equation (1.3). The follow-ing properties are just easy consequences of analogous properties for the porous mediumequation using the change of variables (2.7){(2.8). It is known that the Cauchy problemfor (1.3) is well-posed for any initial data u0 2 L1(IRN ), u0 � 0. This notion of solution,called strong solution, gives rise to the following properties:1. u 2 C([0;1); L1(IRN)) with u(0) = u0.2. The functions um, ut + div(xu) and �um belong to L1((t1; t2); L1(IRN)) for all0 < t1 < t2 and u solves (1.3) in distributional sense.3. If the initial data u0(x) � 0, u(x; t) � 0, for any t > 0.4. Conservation of mass ku(t)kL1 = ku0kL1 =M .5. The solution is uniformly bounded for any t � � > 0. Moreover, there exists aconstant depending on N and m such thatku(t)kL1(IRN ) � C (1� e�t=k)�Nk kuk2kL1(IRN ): (3.1)If the initial data is uniformly bounded, then u 2 L1((0;1)� IRN).6. The solutions are uniformly �-H�older continuous for t � � > 0. Furthermore, forany compact set Q in (0;1)� IRN , there exists a constant C such thatku(t)kC�(Q) � C(kukL1(Q); Q): (3.2)7. If the initial data u0(x) is compactly supported so are u(x; t), for any t > 0. LetR(u) be R(u) = inffr > 0 such that the support of u(x) lies in Br(0)gwhere Br(0) is the euclidean ball of centre 0 and radius r. Then, there exists aconstant C such that R(u(t)) � CR(u1):8. The Aronson-B�enilan estimates for the porous medium equation can be written forthe solution of the Fokker-Planck equation as��(um�1) � Nm� 1m (1� e�t=k)�1and ��(um) � N(1� e�t=k)�1uin the sense of distributions. 7



9. The nonlinear semigroup is an order-preserving contraction in L1(IRN), that is, ifu1 and u2 are solutions of equation (1.3), thenku1(t)� u2(t)kL1(IRN ) � ku1(0)� u2(0)kL1(IRN ):Much more informations on the solutions can be found in [22] and the referencestherein. Let us remark that some of these properties are not needed in this paper.Assume that u0 � 0 belongs to (1 + jxj2)u0(x) 2 L1(IRN) and u0 2 Lm(IRN ). In thesequel, we will work with classical solutions of (1.3), the general result being justi�ed bydensity arguments, so we assume that u0 is strictly positive on IRN , (1 + jxj2+�)u0(x) 2L1(IRN) for some � > 0 and u0(x) 2 L1(IRN ). In this case, the solution of the porousmedium equation is C1 for any t > 0 and the following computations are rigorouslyderived. These hypotheses on u0 will be removed later on.Given any constant c > 0, let us study the time evolution of the Liapunov functional,�rst considered by Newman and Ralston (see [13, 15]), evaluated on a solution of (1.3)H(u) = ZIRN (jxj2u+ cum) dxIf H(u0) is bounded, we haveddtH(u) = ZIRN div �u�x+ mm� 1rum�1�� (jxj2 + cmum�1) dxwhere � is the usual dot product. This comes from (1.3)@u@t = div(xu+rum) = div �u�x+ mm� 1rum�1�� :Setting c = 2m�1 , after integration by parts we obtainddt ZIRN �jxj2u+ 2m� 1um� dx = �2 ZIRN u ����x + mm� 1rum�1����2 dx � 0 (3.3)Let u1(x) be the stationary solution de�ned by 2.9. The relative entropy H(uju1) iseasily found by the positionH(uju1) = H(u)�H(u1) = ZIRN �jxj2u+ 2m� 1um � jxj2u1 � 2m� 1um1� dxSince H(u1) is a constant, the previous argument shows that H(uju1) is non-increasing.It is remarkable that H(uju1) � 0 whenever u � 0 and u1 � 0 have the same mass.To prove this, considering that H(uju1) is convex in u, we can make use of the usualvariational argument with Lagrange multipliers [20]. The functionalH(u) + � ZIRN u dx8



has variation ZIRN �jxj2 + �+ 2mm� 1um�1� �u dx = 0Thus, the extremals are solutions ofjxj2 + �+ 2mm� 1um�1 = 0 ; u � 0and � must be such that the mass of the extremal is equal to the mass of u(x). Hence, u1is an extremal of H(u). This is obviously a minimum since one can construct u1(x) withmass equal to the mass of u1(x) and with support contained in a ball of unit measurelocated very far from the origin. In this way we can get H(u1) larger than any �xedpositive constant.A deeper study of the properties of H(uju1) is postponed to the next section. Forthe present purposes, we only prove that the convergence to zero of the relative entropyis a consequence of (3.3).Theorem 3.1 Let the initial condition for the Fokker-Planck equation (1.3) satisfy 0 <u0(x) 2 L1 \ L1(IRN) with jxj2+�u0(x) 2 L1(IRN) for some � > 0. Then the relativeentropy H(u(t)ju1) is monotonically decreasing, and converges to zero as t!1.Proof. Using (3.3),H(u(t)ju1) is decreasing and bounded from below soH(u(t)ju1)!H� as t!1. We have to prove that H� = 0. Now, remark that the entropy productionfor (1.3) given in (3.3) I(u) = ZIRN u���x+ mm� 1rum�1���2 dx ;is summable over the time interval [0;+1). In fact, (3.3) can be written asddtH(u(t)ju1) = �2I(u(t)) (3.4)which implies Z +10 I(u(s)) ds � 12H(u0ju1)Hence, there exists a sequence of times ftkg with tk ! 1 when k ! 1 such thatI(u(tk))! 0 as k !1. Let us denote u(tk) by uk. Since H(u(tk)ju1) is bounded, thusZIRN jxj2uk dx and ZIRN umk dxare bounded.Now, developing the value of I(u) and applying divergence theorem, we deduceI(u) = ZIRN jxj2u dx� 2N ZIRN um dx+ � mm� 1�2 ZIRN ujrum�1j2 dx:9



HenceI(uk) +N(m� 1)H(uk) = [Nm�N + 1] ZIRN jxj2u dx+ � 2m2m� 1�2 ZIRN jrum�(1=2)k j2 dxSince I(uk)! 0 and H(uk) is monotone nonincreasing, the sequenceZIRN jrum�(1=2)k j2 dxis bounded. On the other hand, we have thatrum = mm� (1=2)u1=2rum�(1=2)and thus, we can apply H�older inequality to deduce thatZIRN jrumk j dx � mm� (1=2) �ZIRN uk dx�1=2 �ZIRN jrum�(1=2)k j2 dx�1=2and hence, the sequence umk is bounded in W 1;1(IRN).Taking into account that the initial data is uniformly bounded we deduce that u isuniformly bounded in (0;1)� IRN and thus,ZIRN jxj�um dx � C ZIRN jxj�u dx (3.5)for any t � 0 and any � � 2, and hence, the sequence jxjumk is bounded in L1(IRN).Using the previous facts we deduce that umk ! gm in L1(IRN) (after passing to asubsequence). Since 0 � I(uk)! 0, we have I(g) = 0 by Fatou lemma. LetB(g) = nx 2 IRN : g(x) > 0oThen, I(g) = 0 implies g(x) = c� m�12m jxj2 for all x 2 B(g), where c is constant. It is nowimmediate to conclude, by positivity and mass conservation, that g(x) = u1(x) a:e:It remains to show that H(ukju1)! 0. It su�ces to prove thatZIRN jxj2uk dx ! ZIRN jxj2u1 dx as k !1:It is clear that we cannot prove this, unless we have some extra moment bounded. Ap-plying divergence theorem it is easy to see thatddt ZIRN jxj2+�u dx = (2 + �)(N + �) ZIRN jxj�um dx� (2 + �) ZIRN jxj2+�u dx:Using (3.5) and the variation of constants formula, we deduce thatZIRN jxj2+�u dx10



is bounded uniformly on t. As a consequence,ZIRN jxj2uk dx ! ZIRN jxj2u1 dx as k !1:and H� = 0.Eq. 3.3 relates the relative entropy to the entropy production. From this relation wejust concluded with the convergence to zero of the solution in relative entropy, withoutany rate. As discussed in the introduction, to �nd the rate of convergence requires afurther step. Having this in mind, let us compute the time evolutions of I(u(t)),ddtI(u) = ZIRN @u@t ���x+ mm� 1rum�1���2 dx+2 ZIRN u�x + mm� 1rum�1� � @@th mm� 1rum�1i dx = I1 + I2Let us set y = x+ mm�1rum�1. The second term can be written asI2(u) = �2 mm� 1 ZIRN div(uy) @@tum�1 dx= �2m ZIRN um�2div(uy)@u@t dx= �2m ZIRN um�2div(uy)2 dxThe �rst term can be written asI1(u) = �2 ZIRN u(y � Jacob(y) � yT ) dx :Since Jacob(y) = IN + mm�1 Hess(um�1) we haveI1(u) = �2 ZIRN ujyj2 dx�2 mm� 1 ZIRN u(y � Hess(um�1) � yT ) dxNow, consider that the last integral can be written in the following wayZIRN u(y � Hess(um�1) � yT ) dx = NXi;j=1 ZIRN uyiyj @2um�1@xi@xj dx= NXi;j=1 ZIRN 1u(uyi)(uyj)@2um�1@xi@xj dx11



Using divergence theorem, it is straightforward to check thatNXi;j=1 ZIRN 1u(uyi)(uyj)@2um�1@xi@xj dx= � NXi;j=1 ZIRN @um�1@xi (� 1u2 (uyi)(uyj) @u@xj + 1u @[(uyi)(uyj)]@xj ) dx= (m� 1)8<: NXi;j=1 ZIRN um�2yiyj @u@xi @u@xj dx� NXi;j=1 ZIRN um�2 @u@xi "yi@(uyj)@xj + yj @(uyi)@xj # dx9=;= (m� 1)8<: NXi;j=1 ZIRN um�2yiyj @u@xi @u@xj dx� 2 NXi;j=1 ZIRN um�2yi @u@xi @(uyj)@xj dx9=;+ (m� 1) NXi;j=1 ZIRN um�2 @u@xi "yi@(uyj)@xj � yj @(uyi)@xj # dxOwing to the identity @yi@xj = @yj@xi , we obtainNXi;j=1 @u@xi "yi@(uyj)@xj � yj @(uyi)@xj # = NXi;j=1u "yi @u@xi @yj@xj � yj @u@xi @yi@xj #= u NXi;j=1 "yi @u@xi @yj@xj � 12 @u@xi @y2j@xi # = u �(y � ru)divy � 12rjyj2 � ru�Thus, simplifying and collecting terms we obtainI1(u) + I2(u) = �2I(u)� 2m ZIRN umhdivyi2 dx�2m ZIRN um�1 �(y � ru)divy � 12rjyj2 � ru� dx:that we can write asI1(u) + I2(u) = �2I(u)� 2m ZIRN umhdivyi2 dx�2 ZIRN �(y � rum)divy � 12rjyj2 � rum� dx:Applying divergence theorem in the last two terms and taking into account thatdiv(ydivy) = hdivyi2 + (y � r(divy))we deduce ddtI(u) = �2I(u)� 2(m� 1) ZIRN umhdivyi2 dx�2 ZIRN um �12�jyj2 � (y � r(divy))� dx:12



Using that @yi@xj = @yj@xi , we obtain that12�jyj2 � (y � r(divy)) = NXi;j=1 � @yi@xj �2and as a consequenceddtI(u) = �2I(u)� 2(m� 1) ZIRN umhdivyi2 dx�2 ZIRN um 24 NXi;j=1 � @yi@xj �235 dx: (3.6)As a result, we have the following theorem.Theorem 3.2 Let the initial condition 0 < u0(x) belong to L1\L1(IRN) with jxj2+�u0(x) 2L1(IR) for some � > 0. Then, for all t � t0 > 0 the entropy production I(u(t)) is boundedand exponentially decreasing, withI(u(t)) � I(u(t0))e�2(t�t0); t0 > 0: (3.7)Moreover, 0 � H(u(t)ju1) � I(u(t)); t � 0 (3.8)and H(u(t)ju1) is exponentially decreasing, withH(u(t)ju1) � H(u0ju1)e�2t t > 0: (3.9)Proof. The time evolution for the entropy production takes the formddtI(u(t)) = �2I(u(t))� R(u) (3.10)where R(u) = 2(m� 1) ZIRN umhdivyi2 dx+ 2 ZIRN um 24 NXi;j=1 � @yi@xj �235 dx � 0:This proves (3.7). Now we recover I(u) from (3.10), and we plug it into (3.4) to haveddtH(u(t)ju1) = ddtI(u(t)) +R(u) :Using the result of theorem 3.1 we integrate between t0 > 0 and +1 and we obtain (3.8).Finally, we use inequality (3.8) into (3.4) to conclude with (3.9).13



Remark 3.3 The results in Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 are also true with some minor changesin the proof for the fast di�usion equation with NN+2 < m < 1 with m > N�1N [4, 14]. Inthis case we do not need to assume that the initial data is strictly positive because allthe solutions are strictly positive and C1 for any t > 0.Inequality (3.8) can be rewritten using a density argument as a di�erential inequality(of Gross logarithmic Sobolev type). We haveCorollary 3.4 Let m > 1. For all functions f 2 L1(IRN ) such that the distributionalgradient of fm�1=2 is square integrable, f 2 Lm(IRN ), and�N + 1m� 1� ZIRN jf jm dx � 12 � 2m2m� 1�2 ZIRN jrfm�1=2j2 dx+ Am (kfk1) (3.11)where Am (M) = ZIRN " jxj22 u1 + 1m� 1um1# dx;being u1 the Barenblatt-Pattle solution of order m and mass M . Moreover there isequality in (3.11) if and only if f is a multiple and translate of f = u1.Proof. First, suppose f satis�es the additional hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 for theinitial data. Since the entropy production can be written asI(f) = ZIRN jxj2f(x) dx� 2N ZIRN fm dx+ � 2m2m� 1�2 ZIRN jrfm�1=2j2 dxfrom (3.8) we obtain (3.11). Next, the cases of equality follow from theorem 3.2, consid-ering that the only possibility for this to happen is thatZ 10 R(f(s))ds = 0where f(t) is the solution of the equation (1.3) with initial data f . The general casefollows easily by a standard limit procedure.Remark 3.5 The classical logarithmic Sobolev inequality by Gross [8] can be obtainedby (3.11) simply subtracting to both sides 1m�1kfk1, and letting m ! 1. This gives analternative way to �nd the remainder �rst obtained in [18].
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4 Relative entropy and L1-estimatesWe shall now be concerned with proving a generalized Csiszar-Kullback inequality [5][12], which is an estimate for the L1-distance of two functions in terms of their relativeentropy. Classical entropies are de�ned in terms of a convex function  , with  (1) = 0by the formula L(u1ju2) = ZIRn  �u1u2� u2 dxwhere 0 � u1; u2 2 L1 and R u1 = R u2. For these entropies, the theory is well understood[2]. In our case, the relative entropy H(uju1) has a slightly di�erent form, and for m > 1u1 has compact support. Hence, the classical theory is not directly applicable. In whatfollows, for any m > 1 let B(M) = �jxj2 � 2mm� 1C2(M)�be the support of the stationary solution of eq. (1.3). The key result is provided by thefollowingLemma 4.1 Let u � 0 and u1 have equal massM and support B(M) and let us considerthe entropy functionalH(uju1) = ZB(M) �jxj2(u� u1) + 2m� 1(um � um1)� dxthen if 1 < m � 2 for all p � 1,Zu<u1 ju� u1j2=p dx � � 1mH(uju1)�1=p �ZB(M) u�(m�2)(q�1)1 dx�1=qIf m > 2, for all p > 2m�3m�1 ,Zu>u1 ju� u1j2=p dx � � 1mH(uju1)�1=p �ZB(M) u(2�m)1 dx�1=q(p and q are conjugate exponents).Proof. We can write H(uju1) asH(uju1) = ZB(M) �jxj2� uu1 � 1�+ 2m� 1um�11 h� uu1�m � 1i� u1 dxUsing that um�11 = C2(M)� m�12m jxj2, we haveH(uju1) = ZB(M) u1(jxj2� uu1 � 1�+ �2C2(M)m� 1 � jxj2m �h� uu1�m � 1i)15



Let  (x; t) = jxj2(t� 1) + �2C2(M)m� 1 � jxj2m �(tm � 1) ; t � 0 ; x 2 B(M)Then,  (x; 1) = 0. Expanding  (x; t) in Taylor's series of t up to order two we obtain (x; t) = 2mm� 1C2(M)(t� 1) +mum�11 (1 + �(t� 1))m�2(t� 1)2with � 2 (0; 1). Using that u and u1 have equal mass we deduce thatH(uju1) = ZB(M)  �x; uu1�u1 dx= m ZB(M) um�21 �1 + �� uu1 � 1��m�2(u� u1)2 dxTaking m � 2 we have thatH(uju1) � m Zu>u1 um�21 (u� u1)2 dxIf 1 < m < 2, analogously we haveH(uju1) � m Zu<u1 um�21 (u� u1)2 dx:If 1 < m � 2, using H�older's inequalityZu<u1 ju� u1j2=p dx � �Zu<u1(u� u1)2um�21 dx�1=p�Zu<u1 u 2�mp q1 dx�1=qThe �rst integral is bounded by 1mH(uju1) while the second is a bounded constant forall p � 1. If now m > 2, H�older inequality gives a bounded right-hand side only ifu(2�m)(q�1)1 is integrable. This is clearly true for any p > 2m�3m�1 .A simple consequence of the previous lemma is the following Csiszar-Kullback in-equalityLemma 4.2 For m > 1, let u1 be the stationary solution of eq. (1.3), and let u � 0and u1 have the same mass M and support B(M). Then, there exists a positive constantD = D(m;M) such that �ZB(M) ju� u1j dx�2 � DH(uju1): (4.1)
16



Proof. Using that u and u1 have equal mass we obtain12 ZB(M) ju� u1j dx = Zu>u1 ju� u1j = Zu<u1 ju� u1j:Thus, we use the previous lemma with p = 2 and we �nish.Remark 4.3 In view of Corollary 3.4, the rate of convergence to the steady state inrelative entropy is sharp. On the other hand, when u and u1 have the same support, theCsiszar-Kullback type inequality (4.1) is in the standard optimal form. Hence, when uand u1 have the same support, the decay in L1 we obtain with our method is optimal.The next step consists in proving that the relative entropy gives a bound on the L1-distance between u and u1 even if u has not the same support of u1. This follows fromthe fact we can write the relative entropy as the sum of two positive terms, one of thembeing de�ned only out of the support of u1.Lemma 4.4 Let u � 0, such that (1 + jxj2)u 2 L1(IRN), and suppose u1 has the samemass of u. Then H(uju1) = H1(uju1) +H2(uju1)where H1(uju1) = Zjxj2>C �(jxj2 � C)u+ 2m� 1um� dx ;and C = 2 mm�1C2(M). Both H1(uju1) and H2(uju1) are nonnegative.Proof. Let us consider the setsA1 = fx 2 IRN : u � u1 ; jxj2 < Cg ;A2 = fx 2 IRN : u < u1 ; jxj2 < Cgand A3 = fx 2 IRN : jxj2 > Cg :We write H(uju1) = ZA3 �jxj2u+ 2m� 1um� dx ++ ZA2 �jxj2(u� u1) + 2m� 1(um � um1)� dx+ ZA1 �jxj2(u� u1) + 2m� 1(um � um1)� dx :17



Using the same Taylor expansion as in Lemma 4.1 we deduce thatZA2 �jxj2(u� u1) + 2m� 1(um � um1)� dx == C ZA2(u� u1) dx+m ZA2 um�21 �1 + �� uu1 � 1��m�2 (u� u1)2 dx= C ZA2(u� u1) + L(u)where L(u) � 0. Since u and u1 have equal mass and the support of u1 is jxj2 � C thenZA2(u� u1) dx = � Zu>u1(u� u1) dxand H(uju1) = H1(uju1)� C ZA1(u� u1) dx+ ZA1 �jxj2(u� u1) + 2m� 1(um � um1)� dx+ L(u)It is clear that H1(uju1) and L(u) are positive. Let us prove that the sum of the othertwo terms is also positive. This sum can be written as� 2mm� 1 ZA1 um�11 (u� u1) dx+ 2m� 1 ZA1(um � um1) dx:Since um is convex for m � 1 um � um1 � mum�11 (u� u1)in A1, then H2(uju1) is non negative and the lemma is proved.We now prove our main resultTheorem 4.5 Let the initial condition for the Fokker-Planck equation (1.3) satisfy 0 �u0(x) 2 L1(IRN) and H(u0) <1. Then there exists a positive constant C = C(m;H(u0))such that ku(t; x)� u1(x)kL1(IRN ) � C exp(� N(m� 1) + 2(N + 2)m�N t) ; t � 0:Proof. Firstly, assume that the initial data satis�es the additional hypotheses neededin Theorems 3.1 and 3.2. Let B = H(u0ju1). We know that H(u(t)ju1) � Be�2t, t � 0.Therefore,H1(uju1) = Zjxj2>C �(jxj2 � C)u+ 2m� 1um� dx � Be�2t ; t � 0 :18



First, we prove that Zjxj2>C u(x; t) dx � De�t ; t � 0 : (4.2)where D(m) > 1 is a bounded constant, and (m) = 2N(m�1)+4(N+2)m�N .For any given � > 0 we writeZjxj2>C u(x; t) dx � ZC<jxj2<(pC+�=2)2 u(x; t) dx+ 4�2 Zjxj2>(pC+�=2)2(jxj2 � C)u(x; t) dxthus, by H�older inequalityZjxj2>C u(x; t) dx � AN�ZC<jxj2<(pC+�=2)2 um�1=m�N(m�1)=m + 4�2 Zjxj2>C(jxj2 � C)u(x; t) dx� AN �m� 12 H1(uju1)�1=m �N(m�1)=m + 4�2H1(uju1)Optimizing over � we obtain (4.2). Now, let us choose �(t) 2 IR+ such that�(t) Zjxj2<C u(x; t) dx =M = ZIRN u0(x) dx :It is clear that �(t) � 1. SinceZjxj2<C u(x; t) dx �M �De�tif t1 = 1 log 2DM , for all t � t1 we deduce thatM = �(t) Zjxj2<C u(x; t) dx � �(t)(M �De�t)and 0 � �(t)� 1 � De�tM �De�t � 2DM e�t ; t � t1 (4.3)Let us de�ne ~u(x; t) = ( �(t)u(x; t) ; if jxj2 < C0 ; otherwise.Thenku� u1kL1(IRN ) � ku� ~ukL1(IRN ) + k~u� u1kL1(IRN )= Zjxj2>C u dx+ (�(t)� 1) Zjxj2<C u dx+ Zjxj2<C j~u� u1j dx
19



Thanks to (4.2) and (4.3), the �rst two terms go to zero exponentially. Using Lemma 4.2,the last term is bounded by H(~uju1)1=2 so it goes exponentially to zero as well if we provethat H(~uju1) goes to zero exponentially. We haveH(~uju1) = Zjxj2<C �jxj2(�(t)u� u1) + 2m� 1(�(t)mum � um1)� dx= Zjxj2<C �jxj2(�(t)� 1)u+ 2m� 1(�(t)m � 1)um� dx+ Zjxj2<C �jxj2(u� u1) + 2m� 1(um � um1)� dxThus, since the support of u1 is jxj2 < C we conclude thatH(~uju1) � H(uju1) + (�(t)� 1) Zjxj2<C jxj2u dx++ 2m� 1(�(t)m � 1) Zjxj2<C um dxand we �nish the proof.Finally, we have to get rid of the additional hypotheses on the initial data u0. We usea standard density argument (see [22]). Consider an initial data 0 � u0(x) 2 L1(IRN)with H(u0) <1. Let u�0 = (!� � u0) + �e�jxj2for any � > 0, where !� is a regularizing sequence. Now, u�0 satis�es all the hypothesesin Theorems 3.1 and 3.2. Moreover we can assume thatku�0 � u0kL1(IRN ) � �0with �0 ! 0 as �! 0. Using now the L1 contraction property of the solutions of (1.3) wededuce that ku�(t)� u(t)kL1(IRN ) � ku�0 � u0kL1(IRN ):As a consequence, we have thatku(t)� u1kL1(IRN ) � ku�(t)� u�1kL1(IRN ) + ku�0 � u0kL1(IRN ) + ku�1 � u1kL1(IRN ):Taking into account the �rst part of the theorem, then it is easy to conclude.Remark 4.6 For m > 1 the decay towards the steady state of the nonlinear Fokker-Planck type equation (1.3) is exponential at a rate that for m ! 1 coincides with therate of convergence of the classical Fokker-Planck equation [3], and tends to N=(N + 2)as m!1. 20



5 Entropy production and L1(IR)-estimatesThis last section is devoted to �nd the rate of exponential convergence towards equilib-rium in L1(IR). The main result is given by the followingTheorem 5.1 Let the initial condition for the Fokker-Planck equation (1.3) satisfy 0 �u0(x) 2 L1(IR) and H(u0) <1. Then, for all t � t0 > 0, u(t) 2 L1(IR) and there exista positive constant C = C (m;H(u0); I(u(t0))) such thatku(t)� u1kL1(IR) � C exp(� m+ 1m(3m� 1)t)for any t � t0.Proof. Firstly, assume that the initial data satis�es the additional hypotheses neededin Theorems 3.1 and 3.2. We can write the entropy production asI(u) = ZIR x2u dx� 2 ZIR um dx + ZIR 1u  @@xum!2 dxLet as usual B(M) = fjxj2 � Cg be the support of u1, and let A2 = C. If x � �Aum(x) = Z x�1 @um@y dy � Z �A�1 ���@um@y ��� dy �� �Z �A�1 1u  @um@y !2 dy�1=2�Z �A�1 u(y) dy�1=2Using the de�nition of I(u), we obtainZ �A�1 1u  @um@x !2 dx � I(u) + 2 ZIR um dx� I(u) + (m� 1)� 2m� 1 ZIR um dx+ ZIR x2u dx�� I(u) + (m� 1)H(uju1) � De�2t ; t � 0:In addition, if x � �A Z �A�1 u dx � 1A2 Z �A�1 x2u � 1A2H(uju1)Finally, if t � t0 > 0 by Theorem 3.2, eq. (3.7) we know that I(u(t)) is bounded andexponentially decreasing. Collecting the previous inequalities we conclude that thereexists a positive constant such that um(x) � De�2t :21



Analogously for x > A. Thus, outside the support of u1 we haveju(x; t)� u1(x)j � De�2t=m : (5.1)Suppose now that jxj2 � C. We use the identityum(x)� um1(x) = um(�A) + Z x�A @@y [um � um1] dy= um(�A) + Z x�Am(um�1@u@y � um�11 @u1@y ) dy= um(�A) + mm� 1 Z x�A (uh@um�1@y � @um�11@y i+ (u� u1)@um�11@y ) dyThereforejum(x)� u1(x)mj � jum(�A)j + mm� 1 Z A�A u���@um�1@x � @um�11@x ��� dx++ mm� 1 Z A�A ju� u1j ���@um�11@x ��� dxNow, consider that @um�11@x = �m� 1m x:Thus, applying Cauchy-Schwartz inequality we obtainjum(x)� um1(x)j � jum(�A)j+ �Z A�A u�x+ mm� 1 @um�1@x �2 dx�1=2�Z A�A u dx�1=2+�Z A�A ju� u1j dx�1=2�Z A�A x2ju� u1j dx�1=2Using (5.1) we havejum(x; t)� um1(x)j � De�2t + I(u)1=2M1=2 + A2ku� u1k1 : (5.2)Since (x � y)m + ym is convex for m > 1, x; y > 0, (x � y)m + ym � xm wheneverx � y. Hence, if u � u1, (u� u1)m � um� um1. The same argument works for u � u1.Therefore ju� u1j � jum � um1j1=m; t � t0 > 0 :By theorem 3.2 we recover the sharp decay of I(u(t)), while theorem 4.5 furnishes thedecay of the L1-distance. Hence, substituting into (5.2) we conclude the proof for theinitial data as in Theorems 3.1 and 3.2.To �nish the proof, we use again a density argument (see [22]). Consider an initialdata 0 � u0(x) 2 L1(IRN) with H(u0) <1 and I(u0) <1. Letu�0 = (!� � u0) + �e�jxj222



for any � > 0, where !� is a regularizing sequence. Now, u�0 satis�es all the hypotheses inTheorems 3.1 and 3.2. Therefore, there exist a positive constant C = C (m;H(u0); I(u0))such that ku�(t)� u�1kL1(IR) � C exp(� m+ 1m(3m� 1)t) : (5.3)Using the H�older estimate (3.2) in combination with the uniform bound (3.1) we deducethat the sequence u�(t) is relatively compact in C([t1; t2] � 
) for any 0 < t1 < t2 andany compact interval 
. It is easy to see using the uniqueness of strong solution that thelimit must be the solution of the equation (1.3) with initial data u0. Therefore, takinga subsequence we deduce that u�(t)� u�1 converges towards u(t)� u1 in C([t1; t2]� 
)Using that the bound (5.3) is uniform in � we have that u�(t) � u�1 converges towardsu(t)�u1 in C([t0;1)�
) for any 0 < t0 and any compact interval 
. As a consequence,ku(t)� u1kL1(
) � C exp(� m+ 1m(3m� 1)t)for any compact interval 
 with C independent of 
. Therefore, the proof is �nishedprovided I(u0) <1. To eliminate this hypothesis I(u0) <1 it su�ces to check that foran initial data such that 0 � u0(x) 2 L1(IR) and H(u0) <1, the solution satis�es thatI(u(t)) <1 for any t � t0 > 0. Therefore, you apply the previous result to u(t0).6 ConclusionThe relations (2.7) and (2.8) and the results of the previous section on the convergence ofthe solution to the Fokker-Planck equation (1.3) towards the unique stationary solutiongive a description of the asymptotic behaviour of the solution to the porous mediumequation (1.1). We haveTheorem 6.1 Assume that v is a nonnegative solution of (1.1) in L1(IRN), correspond-ing to a nonnegative initial datum v0 of bounded mass M and entropy H(v0), for m > 1.Then, if MV (jxj; t) is the Barenblatt-Pattle pro�le of mass M , there exists a constantC = C(m;H(v0)) such thatkv(x; t)�MV (jxj; t)kL1(IRN ) � C  11 + (t=k)!1=((N+2)m�N)The case N = 1 gives stronger convergence results, in that we obtain the rate ofconvergence both in L1 and L1. We haveTheorem 6.2 Assume that v is a nonnegative solution of (1.1) in L1(IR), correspondingto a nonnegative initial datum v0 of bounded mass M and entropy H(v0), for m > 1.23



Then, if MV (jxj; t) is the Barenblatt-Pattle pro�le of mass M , there exists a constantC = C(m;H(v0)) such thatkv(x; t)�MV (jxj; t)kL1(IR) � C  11 + (m+ 1)t!1=(3m�1)Moreover, for all t � t0 > 0, v(x; t) 2 L1(IR), and there exists a constant C1 =C1 (m;H(v0); I(ut0)) such that[1 + (m + 1)t]1=(m+1)kv(x; t)�MV (jxj; t)kL1(IR) � C1  11 + (m+ 1)t!1=[m(3m�1)]Next, theorem 3.2, which gives the exponential decay of the entropy production, canbe translated into a decay result for the di�erence between the gradients of the solutionand of the Barenblatt-Pattle pro�le. One has only to remark that, whenever x belongsto the support of u1, x = � mm� 1rum�11 : (6.4)Hence ZSuppfu1(jxj)g u(x; t)���r(um�1(x; t)� um�11 (x))���2 dx � I(u(t)): (6.5)Applying (2.8), we obtainTheorem 6.3 Assume that v > 0 is a solution of (1.1) in L1(IRN), corresponding toa initial datum v0 > 0 of bounded mass M and entropy H(v0), for m > 1. Then,if MV (jxj; t) is the Barenblatt-Pattle pro�le of mass M , there exists a constant C =C(m;H(v0)) such that for all t � t0 > 0ZSuppfMV (jxj;t)g v(x; t)���r(vm�1(x; t)�MV m�1(jxj; t))���2 dx � C �1 + tk��2 (6.6)Theorem 6.1 is the �rst result, as far as we are concerned, about general rates of decayof solutions for the porous medium equation in N > 1. Theorem 6.2 improves previousresults of Kamin [9], [10], as far as the asymptotic behaviour in L1(IR) is concerned.In [1, 21, 22] the rate of convergence in L1(IR) has been studied for initial data withcompact support. In this case one obtain better rates of convergence but the constantsdepend on the support of the solution. Also, the special case of radially symmetriccompact support solutions is studied and it is proved that the rates obtained in this caseare optimal. Again, the constants on the estimates depend on the symmetry hypothesis.From the rate of convergence in L1(IR) and taking into account that the support remainscompact for all times one obtains directly rates of convergence in L1(IR). The situation issummarized in table 6, in which we write the orders of convergence a in the cases studiedin [1, 21, 22] and Theorem 6.2 in the form t�a. Our rates of convergence are worse24



Table 1: Comparison of rates of convergence in 1-D. RS is radially symmetric. CS iscompact support. RSCS CS 1 < m < 2 CS m > 2 Theorem 6.2L1(IR) 1 1m+1 1m2�1 13m�1L1(IR) 1m+1 + 1m�1 2m+1 1m+1 + 1m2�1 1m+1 + 1m(3m�1)
than the rates for compact support initial data but are valid for non compact supportinitial data and we recover the same behavior for the heat equation when m ! 1. Itis interesting to remark that in this case only, the rate of asymptotic decay in L1(IRN)towards the similarity solution is independent of the dimension N .Our analysis extends to cover the case NN+2 < m < 1 with m > N�1N [4, 14], sincein this range of the parameter, one can easily show that the entropy of u1 is bounded.Let us remember that if m < N�2N we have the �nite extinction phenomena. If N = 1and �12 < m � 13 , the Fokker-Planck type equation admits a unique stationary state u1,but we can no longer apply our entropy-entropy method in this general form, since now(for example) the energy of the stationary state is unbounded. On the other hand, forperturbations of the steady state such that the relative entropy is bounded, the analysisstill works. This shows that when m < 1=3, the domain of attraction of the stationarysolution is given only by the class of functions that have a suitable decay at in�nity.Finally, let us remark that the Theorem 6.3 is valid for any nonnegative initial data byan approximation argument [14].AcknowledgementsThe �rst author thanks Dipartimento di Matematica di Roma "La Sapienza" and Di-partimento di Matematica di Pavia for their hospitality. Partially supported by GNFM-CNR (Italy), TMR European Union ERB FMBX-CT97-0157, DGES (Spain) PB95-1203and DGESIC MEC-Spain Perfeccionamiento de Doctores en el Extranjero fellowship.References[1] Aronson, D. G., V�azquez, J. L., Eventual C1-regularity and concavity for ows inone-dimensional porous media, Arch. Rat. Mech. Anal., 99, 329-348 (1987).25
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